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BSHAAPEOPLEEDITOR

>editor@bshaa.com

By the time you are engrossed in my
column and enjoying BSHAA People,
December will nearly be past, with
Christmas and New Year upon us. In our
last edition, the BSHAA AGM was about
to happen… it did and you, the members
voted to accept the prior year’s activity
and the general direction of the Society.

New Council Members were elected.
Please can I extend my congratulations to
them all and welcome them to BSHAA
council. You can read about them all in
this edition.

A vote of thanks was given to two council
members who officially were stepped
down from Council, namely Karen Finch
and Barry Downes. Please can I echo
those thanks for all the work they have
carried out on behalf of BSHAA.

The development day that followed the
AGM was incredibly useful with each
presentation having something that each
and every one of us could use the next
day in our respective business.

Since I last wrote this column the British
Hearing Aid Manufacturer’s Association
(BHAMA) has released their market
statistics for Q3 2015. They are based on
a calendar year, are anonymous and verified
by a solicitor.

As usual I will share some observations on
the statistics. The first table shown below
compares this year with the prior year.

Ric stands for Receiver in the canal and
includes all formats within this category.
ITE or In the Ear includes all formats
including CIC and IIC.

As you can see BTE instruments are a low
number compared to Ric and ITE. BTE is
relatively stable. This category continues
to be a key part of any portfolio.

The main story is in Ric and ITE: 94% of
the 2015 quarter 3 volume is in these
categories. Ric instruments have increased
in popularity by 17% on the year before.
ITE have declined by 12%.

I suspect this is to do with continued
improvements in Ric product size and
overall performance both contributing to
helping our clients hear better.

Editor’s Note

// TREVOR

ANDREWS

Welcome to your winter
edition of BSHAA PEOPLE

Market
statistics Q3 2014 Q3 2015

Percentage
change

year on year

BTE
units sold 3855 4388 12.5%

RIC
units sold 35216 41457 17%

ITE
units sold 25451 22385 -12%

Total 64522 68230 6%
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Comparing year-on-year change, you can
see a 6% increase.

If you take the cumulative total for Q1 –
Q3, the volume has increased by nearly
7% year on year.

The statistics also look from a generic
level, at sales on technology level of high
end, mid end and low end. An interesting
observation is that the high end accounts
for most of the year-on-year growth in
the Ric category.

The second table compares quarter 2
2015 v quarter 3 2015.

My first observation is the consistency of
sales volumes in this calendar year.

Next, one can see insight into the stability
of the BTE category and the progress Ric
is making. The Q3 Ric unit figure is the
highest figure this year for this category
and I think it may be the highest since
BHAMA kept records in the category.
The progress of Ric unit sales comes at
the expense of ITE unit sales.

Finally, I hope the market growth is coming
from the use of the marketing hints and

tips that you have read in this journal or
heard at BSHAA development sessions.

In this edition there continue to be lots of
useful material all of which if read can be
reflected on for your personal development.

Three articles quickly come to mind. First,
Curtis Alcock’s article on social triggers
reminds us how we must be careful to
frame all of what we say in the best way
we can and that it is a learnt skill. By
ensuring we are careful about what and
how we say things can help a client be
even more motivated to tackle their
hearing health.

I am sure we all see clients that we cannot
help ourselves, perhaps due to a very
profound hearing loss. One solution is a
cochlear implant, and the article from
Lynne Tapper helps remind us how we
can signpost clients into this service.

Finally – our profession has adapted to
technology changes very well as we can
see in the unit sales volumes indicated and
Jay Jindal’s article on technology is
informative of the changes that are both
here or just around the corner, ensuring

our profession remains vibrant and up to
date.

I hope by now you have a sense of what is
in this edition, our AGM and some of the
interesting topics of the day.

As I said in previous columns do write in
to me about any topic that you would like
to discuss. Please send these in as an
email to editor@bshaa.com (normal
editorial privilege will apply).

I will draw this Editor’s column to a close
by thanking all contributors and advertisers
with BSHAA People for all their support
during the last 12 months. This helps
ensure BSHAA people keeps up to date.
I will be in touch in 2016 again, calling for
your help and support.

Best wishes for Christmas and the New
Year to all contributors, advertisers and
BSHAA members.

Don’t forget to keep in touch with
BSHAA by checking our website,
facebook page or twitter feeds.

Enjoy your journal. �

Market
statistics Q2 2015 Q3 2015

Percentage
change

quarter on quarter

BTE
units sold 5169 4388 -15%

RIC
units sold 39216 41457 6%

ITE
units sold 24041 22385 -7%

Total 68426 68230 0%

market statistics indicate

a strong year of retail sales
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BSHAA Diamond award to be scrapped

// membership

Announced with much pride to mark the 60 years BSHAA has
been the professional body for hearing aid audiologists, the
Lawrence Werth Diamond Award is to be dropped.

The decision was taken “with a heavy heart”, said President
Peter Sydserff, at the November Council meeting simply
because the membership had shown no interest.

Launched last year it was intended to give special recognition
to individuals who had made exceptional achievement, an
outstanding contribution to audiology, delivered outstanding
services to the hearing impaired or had been or were
exceptional advocates or ambassadors for the profession,

sector or industry. At the time the Diamond Award was
described as a quality opportunity to nominate and recognise a
quality individual. Someone who had contributed selflessly to
the cause of audiology.

It was to have been presented at Congress, in May, but when
no serious nominations were received it was decided to make
the presentation at the annual meeting instead.

The Chief Executive, David Welbourn, told the Council last
month that he had still not received any valid nominations and
perhaps members were telling the Society that this wasn’t
something that mattered to them. �

New BSHAA website almost ready for launch

Not only was the site available on an iPad in the registration
area but a special delegate user login was created allowing
members at the meeting to log in for the day.

Much of the actual content has already been added to
www.bshaa.com and behind the scenes the web developer is
working on the database that will manage the Society’s
membership: integrating the payment of membership fees,
booking of events, CPD records and even online learning and
the Find an Audiologist tool.

Now is a good time then for members to do two important
things: first of all check that all your records on the existing
site are up to date. You can do this by logging on and clicking
on the Details link to the right of your home page.

Check also the details you want to appear in the re-named
Find an Audiologist tool. We know from experience that
some members entered these when they first chose to use
the tool and haven’t updated them since. And we still
occasionally find website links that don’t work and faulty
email addresses.

The second thing you can do is increase the rankings of
www.bshaa.com by linking to it from your own website.
As Geoff Cooling explains in his article on Page 38, Google
looks for these links.

You might think that linking via the BSHAA logo is enough,
but of course Google’s web-crawling robots only see a
graphic whereas it sees the context of the link if it is spelt out
in text and it can match with web searches.

So, insert some text containing a link. For example you might
write that you are proud to be a member of your professional
body, the British Society of Hearing Aid Audiologists and that
this site also contains information about hearing care (with
the words British Society of Hearing Aid Audiologists linking
back to www.bshaa.com).

On pages where your expertise is mentioned you could link
to the Society by saying something like: “As member of my
professional body, the British Society of Hearing Aid Audiologists,
you attend professional development meetings organised by
the Society”. Or if you are a Fellow you can explain how this
demonstrates your commitment to advanced learning (again
linking to the BSHAA website).

Remember the higher www.bshaa.com gets in the Google
ratings the more chance there is of a member of the public
finding your business via the Find an Audiologist tool! �

Delegates to the Society’s annual meeting in Nottingham last month got the chance to have sneak

preview of the work to date on BSHAA’s new website...
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We’ll be back at the East Midlands
Conference Centre, in Nottingham, a
venue we’ve used three times before, such
has been the positive feedback from
delegates. Also included by popular
demand will be the Congress breakfasts
voted a hit by those who have to travel to
the venue on the day and the VISA scheme.
This allows avarice to encourage delegates
to visit the exhibition stands with the
hope of winning exciting prices.

“Stars” will be the theme of the Congress
Gala Dinner... to be held at the Crowne
Plaza, in the centre of Nottingham.
Delegates who stay at the Orchard
Hotel on the Conference Centre site,
can book a coach to take them to and
from the dinner, although special rates
have also been negotiated at the Crowne
Plaza for those who prefer to stay in town.

The event will be on May 13th and 14th
and already the programme is taking
shape with a keynote address by local
MP Lilian Greenwood, who until her

recent elevation to Shadow Secretary of
State for Transport, was chair of the All
Party Parliamentary Group on Deafness.

The main thrust of the Congress agenda
will be Celebrating Excellence and
delegates will hear from speakers who
are at the top of their field.

Piers Dawes will talk about his work on
ageing, hearing loss and dementia,
Laurence McKenna will bring the latest
news on tinnitus treatment techniques.

One of Britain’s leading futurologists,
Dr Peter Cochrane will set the scene for
breakout sessions (repeated on the
Saturday) in which delegates will be
asked to join in discussions about how
the profession might deal with pertinent
issues in the future. These include
technology, continued resistance to the
acceptance of hearing loss, online
marketing and learning for the future.

There’ll be updates on referable conditions,
a session on risk management, a look at

how the First world is helping people with
hearing loss in the Third world... patient
centred sessions including spectral
hearing and music perception from
Jason Galster.

In a final keynote, Steve Martin, co-author
of the international best selling book
“Yes! 50 secrets from the science of

persuasion” will explain how small
changes in behaviour can make a huge
difference within a dispensing business.

There’s a booking form with this edition
of BSHAA People but you can also book
online at www.bshaa.com/site/events.�

News

Roll up, Roll up, book now for Congress 2016

» 4th January: Communications
Committee conference call

» 5th January: Congress Organising
Committee conference call

» 6th January: BSHAA Professional
Development Committee Meeting,
London

» 7th January: Project Discovery,
London. At its last meeting, council
committed to pulling together an additional
day (imaginatively named) over and
above regular council meetings to reflect
on and inform the Society’s purpose

» 11th January: BSHAA People copy
deadline

» 14th January: BSHAA Customer Care
Scheme Meeting, Webex (online)

» 21st January: BSHAA Council
Meeting

» 8th-14th February: Tinnitus
Awareness Week

» 16th February: BSHAA People published

» 3rd March:World Health Organisation,
World Hearing Day

» 4th March: BSHAA Development Day
North (Manchester area, TBC)

» 5th March: BSHAA Development Day
South (Gatwick or Stansted area - TBC)

» 10th March: BSHAA Council Meeting

» 14th March: BSHAA People copy
deadline

» 15th April: BSHAA People published

» 2nd-8th May: Deaf Awareness Week

» 13th-14th May: BSHAA Congress,
East Midlands Conference Centre,
Nottingham

» 20th May: BSHAA People copy deadline

» 26th May: BSHAA Council Meeting

» 20th June: BSHAA People published

» 7th July: BSHAA Council Meeting

» 15th July: BSHAA People copy deadline

» 15th August: BSHAA People published

» 9th Sept: BSHAA Development Day,
South (Venue TBC)

» 10th Sept: BSHAADevelopment Day,
North (Venue TBC)

» 15th Sept: BSHAA People copy deadline

» 22nd Sept: BSHAA Council Meeting

» 17th October: BSHAA People published

» 14th November: BSHAA People copy
deadline

» 26th November: BSHAA AGM and
Development Day, Mary Hare School,
Newbury.

» 15th Dec: BSHAA People published

To the organisers, it hardly seems more than a week or two since BSHAA members took

Telford by storm for the 2015 Congress, but with this edition of BSHAA People you will find

a booking form for our event next year.

In fact, the organisers believe that

just attending Congress 2016 will

make a huge difference to members’

businesses and there are big savings

to be had for those who book

before the end of February.

BSHAA 2016 DATES



Phonak has announced the launch of its new
custom Virto V based on the powerful Venture
platform with the Autosense operating system.
The makers claim the platform offers between
15% and 33% better speech understanding in
noise compared to leading products.

The innovative design includes nano-coated
battery doors, volume control and a push
button, resulting in 20% better usability and
power consumption is one third better than
the previous hearing aid generation.

Phonak claims there is no other hearing aid
of comparable size that is as powerful. �
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Engaging with
family members
Hearing aid manufacturer Phonak, has set up

an international panel made up of hearing

healthcare experts to provide evidence-based

recommendations to hearing care providers on

how to better engage family members.

It’s being led by Louise Hickson, who is

Professor of Audiology and head of the School

of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences at The

University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.

She points out that hearing health impacts on

everyone involved in the life of someone

challenged with hearing issues, especially family

and loved ones. However a low percentage of

significant others are actually involved in the

hearing healthcare process even though

outcomes are far better when families are

involved.

The panel will publish a statement early

next year. �

A new lead generation company called
hear.com has been set up in the UK to
offer online hearing advice for people with
hearing loss which ultimately directs them
to independent hearing aid dispensers.

The hear.com model is already successfully
operating worldwide in countries including
the USA, Germany and Switzerland.

Customers are made aware of the potential
of modern hearing solutions via targeted
online marketing, where hearing aids are
promoted as smart wearable devices with
high-performing technology.

During a series of phone consultations
hear.com says customers receive
professional information and are then
guided to purchase a hearing aid via
independent audiologists and hearing aid
dispensers.

Hear.com says it aims to change the
perception of hearing aids and attract a
much younger age group of customers, and
lower barriers of first-time users and thus,
increase the adoption rate of hearing
aids. �

Online
hearing

care

New from Phonak
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News

The large and important UK essentials market segment
sees three new families of hearing instrument from the
Company. They’re the Intuis 2, Sirion 2 and Orion 2
product series, all of which have a range of current
technologies. Depending on the model they can be
remotely controlled – also via free apps for Apple and
Android smartphones – and can even be connected to
Siemens easyTek for streaming audio.

The three product families are available in conventional
behind-the-ear hearing aids (BTE), RIC hearing aids
(receiver-in-canal) and even discreet in-the-ear hearing
aids (ITE).

For people with severe hearing loss the new Siemens
Insio binax in-the-ear hearing aids (ITEs) were launched at
the same time with the innovative binaural OneMic
directional microphone system which enables previously
unprecedented directional hearing and speech
comprehension.

As with existing Insio ITEs, the hearing aids in the left
and right ears can continuously and automatically
exchange and jointly process important settings and
even audio signals with their partner device in the other
ear. This is possible due to the Siemens e2e wireless 3.0
technology using the microphones in the left and right
hearing aids forming a virtual microphone network. This
enables them to mimic natural hearing processes.

New construction methods mean this latest Insio hearing
aid can also be fitted to people with severe hearing loss
who were previously unable to wear ITEs because of
their in-the-ear anatomy.

Finally, Sivantos has also announced new smartHearing
features for its hearing aid range. It’s based on smart-

Connect which enables hearing aids to connect to each
other, to remote controls, smartphone apps and to
state-of-the-art consumer electronics equipment via
the Bluetooth™streamer easyTek. Via smartAdapt, they
automatically identify the acoustic environment, learn
preferred settings and adapt to them. smartSound
imitates natural hearing processes to achieve an
impression of spatial hearing and clear speech
comprehension. The Company says their hearing aids in
the smartHearing portfolio “think” for themselves
working autonomously, not only interacting with each
other but also with external communication and
consumer electronics equipment.

The feature is already possible with Siemens binax hearing
aids and is now also available in the Essential segment,
such as the new Sirion 2 (remotely controllable) or the
Orion 2 (streamer-compatible). �

A major expansion of its product range has been announced by Sivantos. As well as three new families of hearing aids

in the UK essential market, the company has unveiled Insio binax™in-the-ear hearing aids (ITEs) for people with

severe hearing loss. Siemens have also introduced their smartHearing feature.

Three new Siemens aids

GN ReSound and Cochlear, who makes cochlear implant
and other behind-the-ear speech processors, have
announced a strategic alliance. The Smart Hearing Alliance
will improve the experience for people with moderate to
profound hearing loss and will build on ReSound’s existing
technology partnership with Cochlear established in 2011.

Together they say they will develop the world’s smartest
bimodal hearing solutions for consumers with

bone-anchored hearing aids and cochlear implants,
which enable ReSound’s Smart Hearing™ aid technology
and Cochlear’s implantable hearing technologies to
integrate for people who need both solutions.

This will offer significant improvements through a seamless
user experience, unparalleled audiological quality, and
top-of-the-line clinical performance for consumers with
moderate to profound hearing loss. �

Smart Hearing Alliance launched



// industry // product // people

The makers say Enya offers clear speech and a comfortable listening
experience in everyday situations both indoors and out and users will
be able to stream sound from their TV, mobile phone, music player
directly to the ReSound Enya hearing aids with ReSound Unite wireless
accessories. A smartphone can be used to control the hearing aid
volume and program settings with the ReSound Control app, paired
with the ReSound Unite Phone Clip+. There’s also an in-built Tinnitus
Sound Generator.

The launch comes as the ReSound LiNX2 is named as a finalist in the
2015 Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) Awards, set up to
recognise the best new innovations in engineering and technology. The
2015 Innovation Awards program received over 300 entries from 28
different countries.

The honor of being selected as a finalist in the awards comes just one
year after ReSound launched the industry’s first made-for-iPhone hearing
aid, the ReSound LiNX, in February 2014, and tops the growing list of
prestigious accolades awarded to ReSound for leadership in audiology
and design innovation. �

ReSound launchesEnya

//
IN
D
U
S
T
R
Y

Ida’s new online tool
Whether to choose a cochlear implant for a child has

life-long implications and to assist families, the Ida

Institute has introduced a new My Turn to Talk online

tool. This addition to Ida’s online Tool Room provides a

simple step-by-step process that enables parents to

identify questions and concerns to discuss with their

child’s hearing care professional as the child grows and

needs changes. The tool aims to empower parents to

make their voices heard at critical points for decision

making throughout the CI journey.

The My Turn to Talk tool also benefits hearing care

professionals by opening a dialogue that helps them gain

a better understanding of parents’ perspectives and

experiences that may impact on decision making for their

child. Hearing care professionals have the opportunity

to address and clarify a family’s concerns so that parents

are better informed to make decisions for their child.

The tool is free and available for download at

www.idainstitute.com

ReSound has launched its Enya family of hearing aids which are aimed at the lower priced end
of the market. In fact the Company says it’s the first time their wireless hearing technologies
has been offered outside their top range.

10 BSHAA PEOPLE |WINTER 2015
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Gatwick based Sivantos has appointed two

new customer support team members.

They’re Sunir Gyawali, who will work in the

East Midlands, East Anglia and Essex and

Rav Bangar, covering the West Midlands,

Gloucestershire, Herefordshire,

Worcestershire, Warwickshire, South Wales

and the Channel Islands.

Sunir has a background in medical sales,

having worked with Philips and Alcon. When

not out and about with clients he’s interested

in technology and keeping fit.

Rav meanwhile is a Coventry University

graduate in Business Management and has

had a number of sales roles in both the

private and public sectors. In Rav’s spare

time he enjoys classic car restoration,

travelling and nights out socialising. �

The Ida Institute has announced the appointment of Bente Sørensen as

Project Manager to collaborate with the Institute’s anthropologists, innovation

experts, designers, audiologists and learning and communication experts to

foster exchange and build bridges among practitioners, educators, researchers

and advocacy organisations within the area of hearing loss.

Bente will be involved in all stages of project management from abstract idea

to planning and designing and execution and deployment.

Bente has a strong background in the promotion of human rights of vulnerable

groups joining the Institute from the International Labour Organization

(ILO), a specialised agency of the United Nations, and the United Nations

International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF).

She’s fluent in English and Spanish in addition to her native Danish and holds

a Master’s degree in Political Science from the University of Copenhagen. �

Ida’s new project manager

New account managers

//
P
E
O
P
L
E
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PRESIDENT, BSHAA
>president@bshaa.com
>07968570956

// PETER

SYDSERFF

S
ound familiar? The end of the year

is a great time to reflect on your

career as a hearing aid audiologist

and all that has gone on in our

world of audiology. It is beginning to feel

like there are so many different areas of

influence on the go at any one time it can

be difficult to keep track. One thing of

course does remain consistent, and that

is change.

As a profession, we are constantly faced

with decisions and intelligence that makes

us question what’s coming next. In October

we learned that the American Whitehouse

council of advisors on science and tech-

nology are pushing to allow the sale of

hearing aids, and hearing aid type devices,

to be legal online and over the counter.

Whilst something of a curve ball for our

colleagues in the US, we also need to ask

ourselves whether this will impact here

and how can we prepare ourselves for

this kind of disruption.

How do we maintain our relevance as

hearing aid audiologists in a world where

it is possible to run a hearing test through

a mobile phone or a tablet and then select

a new hearing device based on the results

without the intervention of a hearing aid

audiologist. Before we all collectively voice

the concern that the public would then be

missing out on the advice provided by the

clinician in a face-to-face consultation, just

remember the next generation of hearing

care consumer doesn’t yet understand

why they need us in the first place.

Yes, WE know that a hearing health care

professional should be consulted for all

the reasons of consumer safety that we

can think of, but we must also remember

that there is a thin line between flying the

flag for what good hearing healthcare

looks like and protectionism; trying to

preserve the world of audiology that

we’ve always been comfortable with.

This latest move to improve access to

amplification in the States through online

and over the counter sales is only one

thing that may impact on our profession

here in the UK.

Disruptive technologies are here to stay

and our approach has to be two pronged.

Yes, we speak up where we see poorly

constructed concepts that are capable of

harm. Together with Action on Hearing

Loss earlier this year we wrote to the

government alerting them to personal

sound amplifiers (PSAPs) on sale in this

country that can produce 130dB SPL in

the ear canal. On the other hand we have

to constantly improve what we do and

how we do it, to ensure better and better

outcomes for customers.

It’s the second part of this that presents

the greatest challenge. Many members

are comfortable (there’s that word again)

with a consultation that involves a familiar

battery of tests and usually with the

President’s Page

So this is Christmas
what have you done

another year over…
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audiogram at the heart of the consultation.

This is not bad practice, but what I am

suggesting is that we need to move

beyond that if we are to prescribe

amplification that is a solid match for the

hearing loss and more importantly the client.

Members will also need to consider

(many already have) that their knowledge

will need to be widened in the areas of

technology beyond the hearing aid. It

looks as if the VHS vs Betamax type battle

between the wireless systems may be

sorted out shortly which will result in

increased development in these areas.

The hearing aid audiologist of today is

already ‘in tune’ with the connections

available on large screen TVs and landline

phones. But in the near future will they

also need to be experts in Android and

iOS operating systems?

The other possibility that we need to be
prepared to address is the ‘what if’ of
online amplification devices taking off in
such a way that consumers start to come
to you with them asking for help? Just
because someone chooses to buy the
product elsewhere, does that mean that
you deny them your help and advice as a
default position? You are of course within
your rights to do so and who could blame
you, but is it also an opportunity missed?
Will that person having bought in effect a
‘starter aid’ then go on in the future, to be
a customer of what we would refer to as
a ‘proper’ hearing system?

I realise that there are more questions

than answers here and avid readers of my

column in the past will recognise this as a

trait. But, these are big questions because

it is a brave professional that gives away

their expertise for free, gambling that

there may be some pay back down the

line. Therefore, if you haven’t already

done it, do you need to work out a

charge for your professional time and in

doing so, inadvertently unbundle? Fine if

this is a conscious decision and you take

the necessary steps to account for it

accordingly, but get it wrong and this

could have a significant impact on the

financial viability of your business (or the

business you work for).

These are only some of issues that

hearing aid audiologists need to reflect on

as they enter another year. One which, of

course, includes a fresh regulation cycle

with our regulator, the HCPC. This also

brings with it the possibility that you may

be asked to provide your CPD portfolio

and the immediate thought of ‘have I

done enough?’ And did I mention BSHAA

Congress is in May with CPD aplenty?

In all seriousness; as a hearing healthcare

professional, what will you do in 2016 to

improve your professional standing and

improve outcomes for the people you

serve? Will it be extending your scope of

practice or learning about that specialism

you’ve always promised yourself? Will it

be researching and establishing your

referral network so that your clients can

take advantage of valuable local services

over and above the care that you provide?

Whatever it is, your professional society

will continue to be the platform where

this learning can exist. All the very best

for 2016.

Peter Sydserff �

what will you do in 2016 to improve

your professional standing

and improve outcomes for

the people you serve?

”
“
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The CEO says...

North Essex says no to
hearing care cuts

CEO, BSHAA

>chiefexecutive@bshaa.com

// DAVID

WELBOURN

1 http://www.neessexccg.nhs.uk/News%20and%20Events/News/Current%20News/785.html

“The CCG had considered not providing

NHS funded hearing aids unless people

had a hearing loss of at least 37 decibels.

The CCG has reviewed the feedback

received from its local communities,

patients, carers, hearing loss support

groups, local and national experts as well

as providers of this service and following

further clinical discussion we now believe

that implementing this proposal could

have the potential to adversely impact

on the quality of life for a large proportion

of individuals living with mild hearing

loss. We will however continue to explore

other ways of providing this service in a

more cost effective way. NHS England is

co-producing a National Commissioning

Framework for hearing services which

will help us with our commissioning

decisions in the future.”

So reads the press statement from North
Essex CCG1. They had followed the same
ideas as North Staffordshire in a bid to
find ways of saving £14m this coming year.
Unlike North Staffordshire, they were
open minded during their six-week
consultation process, allowing the evidence,
the experts and the local community to
speak of the damage that can be done when
people who are seeking help to address
hearing problems, are sent away empty
handed until their loss of hearing crosses
that magic threshold on an audiogram.

This is what commissioners are meant to
do on a regular basis. To look carefully at
the services they offer, to make sure they
are high quality, respond well to the needs
of their community, and follow known best
practice so that they make both efficient
and effective use of their resources. The
statement makes it clear that they have
sought the views of the clinical experts,

have considered both the public health
ramifications and the potential impact on
quality of life. They have also looked at the
wider context and seen that NHS England,
working with experts in the field of audiology,
are producing national guidance specifically
to help them in the future to make the
very best commissioning decisions.

They are not only following a wise course of
action, but are being completely transparent,
as they help their public to see how they
have reached the decision, whilst also
pointing out the need for further difficult
decisions if they are to balance the books.
Let us hope that the dozen or so other
CCGs reviewing their plans for hearing care
will exhibit similar wisdom, compassion
and humility as they seek to discharge
their enormous responsibility.

So how has the audiology profession got
into such a pickle, where there are almost
random and contradictory decisions being
taken around the country? One thing is for
sure, if we were faced with the problem
of organising hearing care from a blank
sheet of paper, no-one could possibly design
the system we have today, and as our
President is constantly saying, we would
have developed a 21st century diagnostic
process that focuses on ability to commu-
nicate, rather than relying on the 20th
century focus on pure tone audiometry.

Yet despite being a marginalised, and little
understood area of care, the world of
audiology is fragmented, and easy to
dismiss, as North Staffordshire discovered.
This makes it all the more commendable
that North Essex has taken such care over
their decision. It also helps that the Hearing
Alliance, including BSHAA input, is
increasingly working closely together.
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As the new Hearing Matters2 report from
Action on Hearing Loss points out, there
are now 11 million people across the UK
who have hearing loss or tinnitus. More than
six million could be helped with hearing aids,
yet many who could benefit are reluctant
to face-up to their need until pressured to
do so by their significant other. By 2035,
numbers with hearing loss will rise to rise
closer to 16 million – a change from one-
in-six to one-in-five of the population
because of the rising life expectancy.

The NHS spends less than 0.5% of its
budget on hearing care spread across
20% of the population. This compares
with 2.5% spent on sight. Despite this
tiny fraction spent by the NHS, the total
cost of hearing loss to the UK economy is
staggering – greater than the disease
burden associated with diabetes that is so
often in the news headlines.

The evidence is clear that those who do
not seek support for their hearing are
more likely to retire early, be less likely to
reach the very top jobs, and participate
less in normal social activities – all because
it is difficult and exhausting to engage fully
with less acuity of hearing. But because
much of this burden is borne directly by
those living with hearing loss – through
lower wages, early retirement, and the
social impact of withdrawing from many
of the opportunities that contribute to
richly fulfilled lives – there is not the same
clamour for solutions. You know that. You
experience that everyday as you respond
to your clients coming through your clinics.

Though you may know it, you can’t readily
prove it. There is very limited robust
research demonstrating any form of causal
link between poor hearing and its secondary
effects. And hearing fares even worse in
research terms – less than 10% per
affected person than the research money
spent on sight. The recently published NICE
guidance: “preventing dementia, disability
and frailty in later life” clearly identifies the
need for more research to establish the
link between hearing loss and dementia. One
thing I have learnt frommy 13 years around
the health system, is that when a clinician
chooses to avoid making a decision, the
justification will swiftly follow – “there is
no evidence of the benefit of the action
you are proposing”. It is too easy to hide
behind the lack of evidence, or worse still

contradictory or ambiguous
findings from research.

In my own field of leadership
and governance, there is very
limited evidence that good
leadership and good governance
contribute directly to better
outcomes for an organisation.
True! There is however, a
considerable array of case study
evidence demonstrating that
poor leadership or governance
is often at the heart of failure,
and much less common in
successful organisations.
Despite this clear relationship –
robust evidence linking cause
and effect is almost totally lack-
ing. I sometimes worry that the
language adopted by researchers is too
naïve and vulnerable to deliberate
manipulation to be allowed out in public.
On many occasions I have reminded
people when they demand evidence that
no-one has ever conducted a randomised
control trial on the benefits of breathing,
but I will still continue the practice that
has stood me in good stead so far.

So I was quite excited when I saw that
Hélène Amieva and co-workers at the
University of Bordeaux had recently
published the results3 of a 25 year longitudinal
research study of the relationship between
hearing loss and cognitive decline in 3670
subjects. The published results show a more
rapid cognitive decline in those reporting
hearing loss, than in those without.

Significantly for audiologists, it shows that
cognitive decline for those with hearing
aids matches that of those without hearing
loss. In other words, this research provides
the evidence to confirm what you as
audiologists already know. You can reduce
the risk of cognitive decline by providing
good hearing care!

Well no! Not so fast! Other academics will
point to other studies showing limited or
no effect. Yet others will point out that
there is a difference between effects that
are correlated – i.e. show similar trends,
and those in which there is a direct causal
relationship, and this research only reports
possible correlation, not causation. The
significance of the size and duration of the
study is in danger of being overlooked.

But with all this demand for yet more
evidence as well as the argument over
interpretation, a further very significant
finding reported by Amieva appears to be
being ignored. This additional finding shows
that if the results of the study are adjusted
for other confounding factors, then it
appears that cognitive decline is similar in
those with or without hearing loss.

At first sight, not good news, but as you
delve deeper, it is potentially profound.
The important confounding factor is that
of social isolation. It appears that the
acceleration of cognitive decline in this
study is dominated by social isolation, and
it is the reality that more people with
hearing loss become socially isolated that
leads to the headlines that cognitive decline
is greater in the presence of hearing loss.

This suggests to me that as audiologists,
you can improve the long term cognitive
health of your clients or patients, by
helping them to understand how to use the
solutions you provide to remain more
actively engaged in work and society
around them. You can also have a healthy
and motivational discussion with them about
the benefits of wearing their aids. One
thing is for sure – they won’t slow down
possible cognitive decline whilst sitting in
a drawer, with or without their batteries.

Now from a strictly academic viewpoint,
this is not real evidence. But as for me!
I think I will carry on breathing for a little
while longer without waiting for any more
evidence! �

2 https://www.bshaa.com/public/report.aspx?MemberQueryID=CC6AF03D-5738-4488-B72E-165FA78D6C48&nodeid=
BA1175A5-FD16-4984-8671-39FC3A452720 or logon to www.bshaa.com and visit Education/Resources

3 Hélène Amieva et al, “Self-Reported Hearing Loss, Hearing Aids, and Cognitive Decline in Elderly Adults: A 25-Year Study”
J. Am. Geriatr. Soc. 63, 2099–104 (2015)

BSHAA CEO David Welbourn, pictured at the recent BSHAA

AGM. See page 24 for full AGM report



Oticon has introduced new innovative

power hearing solutions that set new

standards formeeting theuniqueneedsof

peoplewith severe-to-profound hearing

loss. NewOticon Dynamo and Plus Power

are the first power solutions built on the

ultra-fast Inium Sense platform that

supports Oticon’s BrainHearing™

technology to deliver the clearest sound

possible to help the brainmake sense of

sound. Proven BrainHearing technology

lets users enjoy amore natural listening

experience and better speech

understandingwith less effort.

The Inium Sense platform enables the

newpower solutions to provide higher

gain and output, improved feedback

control and amore personalized listening

experience. A breakthrough new sound

processing approach that combines

Speech Rescue™ and Speech Guard E

gives power users access to inaudible

high frequency sounds andmore speech

details than ever before.

“Peoplewith severe-to-profound hearing

losswho rely heavily on their hearing

solutions can find it challenging to

transition to a new technology,” saidMark

Collins, National SalesManager. “At the

same time, technology advances rapidly

and can offer newbenefits andmajor

improvements that significantly enhance

quality of life. Our newest power solutions

build on Oticon’s trusted power legacy

and unique BrainHearing technology to

make that transition easier by helping

usersmake better sense of sound.”

Extreme Super Powers
Small and discreet, DynamoandSensei SP

deliver the extreme power. Dynamo uses

innovative BrainHearing technology to

meet the unique hearing challenges of

peoplewith severe-to-profound hearing

loss and take power users’ listening

experience to the next level.

Dynamo benefits fromOticon’s effective

feedback control system, Inium Sense

feedback shieldSP. The new feedback

systemisoptimisedfor severe-to-profound

hearing loss to protect users from

unwantedwhistlingandsquealing,without

compromising high sound quality.

PowerMade Beautiful
The newPlus Power is theworld’s

smallest BTE13 power solutionwith an

MPO of 138 dB SPL, providing a

long-awaited discreet fit for peoplewith

severe-to-profound hearing loss. Despite

its strikingly small size, Plus Power is a

powerful solution that gives users full

access to the benefits of the Inium Sense

platform and BrainHearing technology.

With an innovative speaker and 30%

more processing power from the Inium

Sense processor, Plus Power enables

power users to enjoy high fidelity sound

that protects valuable speech cues from

distracting noise for a comfortable

listening experience. Soft Speech

Booster gives users access tomore of

the soft sounds that exist in everyday

speech. The newpower style is the

newest addition to the Alta2, Nera2 and

Ria2 families.

NewPower Solutions fromOticon bringBrainHearing™

Technology topeoplewithsevere-to-profoundhearing loss

Formore information on Oticon’s new power solutions,

please visitwww.oticon.co.uk or visitwww.myoticon.co.uk

Oticon, Cadzow Industrial Estate

LowWaters Road, Hamilton, LanarkshireML3 7QE



SMØRUM, DENMARK, October 29 – A new

long-termstudythatshowswearinghearingaids

reducecognitivedeclineassociatedwithhearing

lossmay domore than just drive older adults

with hearing loss to finally seek professional

care.Oticonbelieves thenewstudywill alsogive

thegeneral public, especially health-conscious

older adults, a newway of thinking about the

importanceofhearingcareandhearingsolutions

thatwill have far-reaching implications for

hearing care now and in the future.

“Self-Reported Hearing Loss: Hearing Aids and

Cognitive Decline in Elderly Adults: A 25-year

Study,” just published in the Journal of the

American Geriatric Society, compared the

trajectory of cognitive decline among older

adultswhowere using hearing aids and those

whowerenot. The study foundnodifference in

the rateof cognitivedeclinebetween thecontrol

group of peoplewith no reported hearing loss

and peoplewith hearing losswho used hearing

aids. By contrast, untreated hearing losswas

significantly associatedwith lower baseline

scores on theMini-Mental State Examination, a

well-establishedtestofcognitivefunction,during

the 25-year follow-up period, independent of

age, sex and education.

Professor Hélène Amieva, a leading researcher

in the Neuropsychology and Epidemiology of

Aging at the University of Bordeaux, France,

headed up the studywhich followed 3,670

adults, age 65 and older over a 25-year period

as part of the Personnes Agèes QUID cohort

(PAQUID), a cohort specifically designed to

study brain aging. Professor Amieva shared

the study’s early findings at Oticon’s 2014

OtiCongress, a knowledge-sharing event that

explored cognitive health and the benefits of

Oticon’s BrainHearing™ technology.

“Improved communicationmade possible by

hearing aids resulted in improvedmood, social

interactions and cognitively stimulating abilities

and is themost likely underlying reason for the

decreased cognitive decline reported in the

study,” says Thomas Behrens, MSc, Head of

Audiology and Centre for Applied Audiology

Research,OticonA/S. “Fornearly20years,Oticon

researchersattheEriksholmresearchcenterhave

focused on the development of BrainHearing

technologies that help the brainmake sense of

sound so that peoplewith ahearing impairment

canmaintain or regain the ability andmental

energy to engage socially. The study findings

strengthen our commitment to a “brain first”

approach to designing hearing solutions.”

Helping the BrainMake Sense

of Sound
Rather than emphasize amplification and

suppression of sounds, Oticon’s “brain first”

audiological approach recognizes that speech

understandingandcomprehensionare cognitive

processes that happen in the brain. Oticon’s

powerful Inium Sense platform supports

BrainHearing technology so thatwearers can

enjoy a fit personalized to their unique hearing

loss and sound preferences for amore natural

listening experience and better speech

understandingwith less effort.

“By targeting research on performance, effort,

and energy demand, we continue to develop

newhearing solutions that enablewearers to

preserve energy throughout the day so they

can engagemore actively in everyday life,”

explains Behrens.

HearingsolutionswithBrainHearingtechnologies

deliver a 96%satisfaction rating for both

experienced and first-timewearerswhen

comparedwitha79%industryaveragefortypical

hearing aids currently being fit to patients.

Hearing Care is Health Care
The potential for the findings of the PAQUID

study to increase focus on hearing health care

within the boarder context of health care for

healthy aging is considerable. Beyond the

immediate reach to the American Geriatric

Society’s 6,000 geriatrics and gerontological

health professionals, the study findingswill

influenceotherhealthcareprofessionalscharged

with improving the health, independence and

quality of life of people as they age.

Oticon encourages hearing care professionals

to explain the health risk of untreated hearing

loss to patients as away ofmotivating them to

do the right thing to treat their hearing loss.

“Cognitive health is a concern across all age

groups but especially amongolder adults,” says

Behrens. “The PAQUID study is very important

news for those peoplewho are considering

doing something about treating their hearing

loss but have been delaying. It’s not just about

hearingwell today, it’s about the long-term

effects of untreated hearing loss.”

Oticonhasdevelopededucationalandcommunity

outreachmaterials to support hearing care

professionals in increasing awareness of the

connection betweenhearing, hearing solutions

and cognition among patients and other

health care practitioners in their communities.

First Study to ShowHearingAids ReduceRisk of

Cognitive Decline Is PowerfulMotivator for Older

AdultsWith andWithoutHearing Loss
Validates Benefits ofHearing Technologies Designed toMinimise Cognitive Load
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As announced by the President at the
Annual General Meeting last month, in
future ALL BSHAA members will be
automatically included in the scheme.
As he explained, the Society cannot
think of any reason why members
would not want to offer their clients
this additional route of resolution (CCS
is only available if internal complaint
processes have been exhausted) – but
if, for any reason, your company
doesn’t want to be in the Scheme, you
can opt-out.

At present companies have to apply to
join the scheme and have a scheme
leaflet approved by the Society but it
was found that when complaints were
received about a member who was
employed by a non-scheme company,
those companies usually signed up
anyway to allow the Society to deal
with the issue. Also dropped is the
requirement to issue a leaflet, if a
company can point to the scheme in

another way either on their own or the
BSHAA website.

“The current process was all good and
proper at a time when the scheme was
not yet established,” says President,
Peter Sydserff. “Now that we have a
track record of resolving customer
complaints, we can relax this particular
condition and simply include all companies
employing BSHAA members.”

He goes on: “What this means is that
your customers will have an alternative
point of complaint resolution where
they are unsatisfied with the response
or outcome proposed by you or the
company you work for. BSHAA can then
work with customers, members and
companies employing members to
support a speedy resolution. Further-
more, if the EU carries out its aim to
make alternative dispute resolution
mandatory, members will already have
that in place.

“To be clear, there is NO intention
here to replace your own complaint
resolution protocol, in fact we make
sure prior to starting the CCS process
that the company has exhausted its
own internal procedure. The aim is to
offer customers another contact point
before they potentially escalate their
issue via some other means (e.g.
Trading Standards/small claims court or
the local paper).”

The Scheme has also just published
BSHAA Guidance on Excellence in
Customer Care, a document which
now forms part of the Society’s Code
of Practice which every member
is required to adopt.

You can read the full document on
the member’s section of the website
under the black BSHAA tab: BSHAA
Publications. �

// membership

Customer Care Scheme goes big

Getting informed consent
The Customer Care Scheme is getting an increasing number of
complaints from the sons and daughters of clients following
home visits. They claim that their parent did not have sufficient
mental capacity to make the decision to buy hearing aids and
that there should have been someone with them.

BSHAA guidance is that if you (as an autonomous heath care
professional) suspect or believe that your client cannot give
informed consent because they are confused or lack the
mental capacity, then the consultation should be ended and a
new appointment made when a relative or support person can
be present.

If you have any doubts about their mental capacity it might be
a good idea to re-schedule an appointment and take a colleague
with you to act as a witness when you return.

However, very often your professional judgment may be that
the client appears able to give informed consent. Further,
when asked, they are often adamant that they do not want a

relative at the appointment because they are “more than capable
of making their own decisions”.

To try to ameliorate any possible accusation and to assist the
dispenser in proving that they acted properly and ethically,
CCS recommends that if the client indicates that they don’t
want someone else involved in the consultation – that you get
them to sign a slip or make a countersigned note on your
paperwork confirming that they declined the offer of having
another person present.

Additionally, it is good practice in such cases to advise the
client of any money back guarantee early on in the appointment,
then reinforce the understanding by asking the client to affirm
back the nature of the agreement they have agreed to enter
into at the end of the appointment, as proof of the client’s
understanding. This should be noted in the client record. For
your own protection, always remember the old maxim “If it’s
not recorded, it didn’t happen!” �

There are big changes on the way for the Society’s

Customer Care Scheme next year
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T
he Society has a responsibility
to its members to deliver
high quality professional
development. To do this

effectively and allow members to gain
the maximum out of each development
opportunity it’s important to have a
longer term view of the professional
development calendar.

With this in mind we have worked on a
structure for each development event
to ensure, you, as a member have a
clear view of how the Society is
supporting you.

We realise it is vital that any time taken
out of clinic is of value to both you and
your customers and also that you have
plenty of notice to ensure you commit
enough time to each event to ensure you
get the most out of it. By outlining the
Professional Development Committee’s
plans for 2016 we aim to help you plan
your personal development.

Theme
A consistent focus that runs through
each development day through the
year is an essential part of maximising
the development you will get from
each day. We have looked to focus
2016 on the customer journey. This
will build from the development day
which followed this year’s AGM when
there was a focus on the fitting.

For 2016 we will be focusing on the
initial contact with the customer – the
hearing assessment during the March
event and in our September event we
will be focusing on the follow up/review
process. We will be looking at the clinical,
customer/commercial and business
aspects that relate to each stage of the
customer journey.

Structure
To ensure each development day delivers
the maximum impact for members we
will provide:

• An outline of each session at least
three months prior to the event with
prescribed learning outcomes.

• Two weeks prior to the event any
members attending will be sent a
‘pre read’ document to work through
to ensure full preparation for the
development day. This document
will give greater context on the day
and help you plan how you will get
the most out of it.

• Where applicable sessions will have a
practical aspect to them. Often we
attend events and listen to someone
talk and rarely get a chance to get
hands-on practice. We will provide
as much relevant hands on practical
experience as the timetable allows.

• Each person attending an event will be
sent a survey to ascertain how they
felt about it. This gives you a chance
to feedback how you felt about the
content, timing and delivery as well
as suggesting additional topics.

• Updated information for each
development day will appear on the
Learning Zone of the new website to
act as a reference.

This structure allows the professional
development committee to review
each development day and make any
adjustments prior to the next.

On the Day
Each day will start at 10.00am (arrival/
registration from 9.30) and finish at

4.15pm although additional opportunities
for further development may be offered
after the finish time.

As explained, each day will have three
sessions focused on clinical, customer/
commercial and business. These sessions
will last 1.5 hours each and will be a
mixture of presentation and practical
(where applicable) and will be split into
smaller groups.

As with all development days you will
have the chance to touch base with
colleagues and friends and enjoy the
experience at the same time as building
your knowledge.

As mentioned at the beginning of this
article, the Society has a responsibility
to provide great quality professional
development. We hope you can see
from the above structure that the
professional development committee is
fully dedicated to this and look forward
to providing you with opportunities for
development in 2016 and beyond!

Save the Dates!
BSHAA’s professional development
calendar is made up of a balance between
two development days, Congress and
the AGM. We have aimed to make the
development days as accessible as
possible to all members and rather than
running one day in either the North or
South we have decided to run one in each.

The 2016 dates are:

Friday 4th March: North
(Manchester TBC)

Saturday 5th March: South
(Gatwick? TBC)

Fri & Sat May 13th-14th: Congress,
East Midlands Conference Centre

Friday Sept 9th: South (TBC)

Saturday Sept 10th: North (TBC)

Saturday November 26th: AGM and
Development Day, Mary Hare School,
Newbury, Berkshire. �

BSHAA PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE

// ANDREW

COULTER

Looking forward to
Professional Development

in 2016

Publish
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Jay Jindal

BSHAAPROFESSIONAL

DEVELOPMENTCONSULTANT

>education@bshaa.com

// JAY

JINDAL

A
s we move from an analogue to a
digital world, we are at a unique
point in human history and are
witnessing the exponential

uptake of technology in every aspect of
our lives. An estimated 10 billion smart-
phones were sold in the last few years in a
world of about 8 billion people.

But forget smartphones, our children will
be living in a world of smart homes –
digitally controlled houses, which won’t
have anything analogue. You won’t need
to worry about forgetting your key as long
you remember to bring your eyes and face
for the biometrics scanner. The technology,
known as the internet-of-things is becoming
closer to reality than it ever was.

The world of audiology is set to witness
another era of development in the products
that we prescribe to our clients. In this
article, I would like to explore a few
current developments in audiology that
have a potential to influence our current
practice in the near future.

Integration of the hearing
and cochlear implant signal
processing technologies

It amazes me how fast and how far
technology in the last decade has changed
the world of hearing aids and cochlear
implants. Analogue instruments are almost
obsolete! We no longer see in audiology
clinics those power junky patients who
had been on BE-52 hearing aids for a
while and would reject every idea of
change-over to the digital one.

The pre-signal digital processing in hearing
aids and post-signal processing technology
in cochlear implants have revolutionised
the hearing industry, and have benefitted
millions of people. With cochlear implant
and hearing aid companies merging their
businesses, I see a great scope for the
technology marriage where the pre-signal
technology development in the hearing aid
sector will find its use in cochlear implants
and post-signal processing developments
will make a way into the hearing aids.

The ‘hybrids’ – as I would like to call them
– will offer a perfect tool for clients who
desperately need to have improvements
in processing of auditory information and
NOT merely want things audible. We
know that each fallen hair cell will add to
the widening of auditory filters in the
cochlea, causing distortions in the sounds
going to the brain. This we cannot fix with
hearing aids as they are, but some
convolution of post-signal processing could
help greatly. Note that hybrid cochlear
implants are already available. Hearing aid
hybrids will have wider application but are
probably currently under process in an
underground research facility in Europe
or America. At least I hope so!

Smartphones, wearables
and hearables
The other area of development in hearing
aid technology will be its integration with
the omnipotent smartphones and – soon
to be everywhere – the smart wearable
devices (fitness trackers and watches etc).
I am aware that many of the current

Technologies

that can shake your

audiology world!
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hearing aids can be linked with special apps on android and Apple
devices. However, there is a case for seamless integration that
increases the user acceptance and helps the prices to come down
from the levels they are at today. Particularly, with the advent in
wearable technology, there is a perfect opportunity for the market
forces to react.

Let’s examine a case of Xiomi’s wearable fitness tracker to argue
this case. Xiomi, a Chinese tech giant for smartphones that only
established in 2010, sold more than 60 million devices in the first
year. The product’s ultra-special-point is that it is affordable but
offers all the range of technology in the current leading smartphones.

With this, by December 2014 Xiomi was widely accepted as the
world’s most valuable start-up with a valuation of whopping $50
billion. And all this was happening while Apple has been on its peak
and Samsung has exponentially increased their game in this area.

The most exciting development came about in August 2014 when
Xiomi launched a fitness tracker with a price tag of $13. Now
Mi-band, as it is called, is not only a pedometer which calculates
your steps throughout the day as you walk, it is also vibrates on
your wrist every time the phone or alarm rings in your pocket or
on your desk. Weighing just 13 grams and with IP67 water resistant
rating, the band can be worn pretty much all day.

Imagine the use in our industry where we deal with clients who
cannot hear when they take hearing aids off while in the shower or
in bed. This cheap and effective device will easily cater for both
purposes. I also use mi-band while playing sports (squash and
badminton). Perhaps, the audiology world needs to think about
packaging this with the bundled care for people with smartphones!
Not only does it track my activity but also lets me know if somebody
is calling my mobile.

The next step, however, is even more exciting. Mi-band 1S being
launched in November 2015 and is priced at $16, will have a sleep
tracker and heart rate tracking functions. Sleep tracking is done for
the quality of sleep and sleep pattern. I have ordered one and am
eagerly waiting to review it. One professional use that I can think
of is in my tinnitus patients. As many, if not most, of them struggle

to have a regular sleep pattern, I wonder if I can integrate this
affordable product in my package of care, where I can get a direct
feedback on how well my sleep hygiene advice has been working.
I appreciate that none of it is going to be perfect but it is a great
step in that direction. I am all for exploring what makes it perfect!

Also, vibratory devices in general have at least two more uses in
audiology.

1. In my other life, I deal with children with multi-sensory issues –
hearing, vision, locomotive and cognitive impairments, packaged
in one individual. Children and adults with these problems are
really hard to be engaged with their environment. Vibro-tactile
aids come as a refuge, which provide some sense of what is
going on to the wearer when all their other senses are less than
normally functioning.

They come in the form of a wrist band connected to a body-worn
device via a wire and provide a haptic feedback to the wearer,
every time the microphone receives a sound. The sounds have
slightly different pattern, mainly based on the intonation of the
speaker. The great story of Hellen Keller has taught us that
nothing is impossible for people with sensory challenges. So, the
idea is that the wearer can eventually learn to recognise oral
instructions through haptic feedback from the aid.

I have had four NHS clients in the past who have used these
aids. Although none of them could actually utilise them to
understand speech all of them and their families were very
grateful customers as this aid was the only thing that connected
these children with their environment. One of the girls laughed
every time she heard the dog. The other one will respond when
her name was called. Most of the current vibro-tactile aids are
wired and have annoying maintenance issue for wearers whose
co-ordination is usually affected. We had the aids coming back at
least quarterly for repair. The cost was around £700-800 to the
NHS. With the advent in the wireless wearable technology,
manufacturers can easily develop an integrated vibratory tracker
that can follow the speech in an even more sophisticated way
than the current vibro-tactile devices.
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2. The other area is the way haptic technology can change the way
we interact with electronic devices. This connection is proving to
be of great use particularly with smart phones and other wearables.
Research suggests that vibratory cues provides better interpretation
of the other sensory stimuli for example sound.

Of particular note, gaming companies are interested in it because
haptic feedback has been shown to increase the pleasure from
playing games. As the gaming industry in US alone is set to grow
by $20billion every year in next few years, there has been a lot of
investment going on in this area. The amalgam of sound processing
technology with the vibro-tactile stimulation will naturally find its
use in hearables as well. There are gaming haptic earphone
prototypes available on the internet that look like behind-the-ear
hearing aids already. Not only has this opened up the industry for
bone conduction hearing aids but also a smooth integration of
technology between the bone and air conduction hearing aids.
Let’s see what the future holds for all of us in this regard.

Laser light pulse based hearing technology

Meanwhile, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) announced
recently that it has approved the marketing of a new hearing aid
system known as Ear Lens. Behind the project is a Californian
company called EarLens corporation and has advertised their current
prototype as a laser light-based Behind The Ear (BTE) sound
processor, and a removable, custom-made Tympanic Contact
Actuator (TCA) placed at the base of the ear canal. The BTE device
receives the sounds and converts them into laser light pulses, which
are then transferred to the TCA, a tiny custom contact pad that sits
on the ear drum. TCA converts these pulses into mechanical
vibrations that are directly applied to the ear drum.

It won’t be too long before we see this as an in-the-ear system
integrated with smartphones and smart wearables.

Smartphone based otoscopes

The other development that I would like to mention is the advent
of smartphone based otoscopes. These have a significant potential
to positively change the face of public hearing healthcare. One such
device is known as ‘Cellscope’, which comes with an iPhone app
and a special cover. The cover has an attachment for disposable
speculae and the app uses the iPhone’s camera to take the picture
or video of the ear drum when the speculae is placed in the ear.
Clients can take a picture and send it in an email to their audiologist
or doctor. Professionals can make a diagnosis on ear conditions
such as wax and assess the suitability for the client to visit a clinic
for wax removal or impressions for example; potentially saving a
wasted trip if the ear canal was clean.

Furthermore, if done well, the pictures can help to identify ear
infections etc for a quick diagnosis and advice on management.
Although there is a small challenge and some risks involved in the
actual implementation of the technology, nevertheless it is exciting
for millions of people with accessibility issues. I know at least two
parents of my paediatric hearing aid users, who learnt the basics of
otoscopy and bought cheap otoscopes from eBay or Amazon kind
of vendors to look into their children’s ears. As children require
more frequent impressions and even a small amount of wax is
enough to block their tiny ear canals, this saved many trips for
some parents who self-diagnosed them with wax and treated the
wax before coming to me for impressions.

I can think of some adult clients who can get a great deal of help
from this technology and am trying to develop a way of providing a
focused guidance to them for assessing and managing the risks of
the procedure. I have heard some sceptical opinions around the
safety of the procedure and privacy (of the email data) however,
the point is, technology is here and – whether we love it or hate it –
people will still tend to use it. Our job as a professional should be to
guide people in the right path. Not to mention that it is equally
helpful for the audiologist to have a video otoscope handy, should you
need a second opinion on an ear drum – when you look in the ear
and are not sure what you are looking at. We have all been there
and done that! �

Technologies that can shake

your audiology world! (continued)

“

”

The other area of development in

hearing aid technology will be its

integration with the omnipotent smartphones

and – soon to be everywhere – the

smart wearable devices
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A
n audience of around 80 people

in Nottingham and others

online began the annual general

meeting on November 14th

on a sombre note, with a moment of

silent reflection because of the Paris

bombings the previous evening.

It was the first time the entire business

meeting was broadcast live on the Society’s

website with those not in the room

being able to answer questions via the

@bshaauk twitter feed. Also for the

first time, electronic voting was used –

and although initially, gremlins had to be

overcome, it proved to be an effective

way of engaging with an audience. It is

planned to use this at future events.

The East Midlands Conference Centre,

in the grounds of Nottingham University,

was the venue – and as members heard,

it has also been chosen as the site for

Congress 2016 in May.

Reports by the President and the Chair

of the Professional Development

Committee had previously been

circulated and were accepted but the

Treasurer David Foley spoke at the

meeting to explain how at the AGM in

2014 he had headlined a decision to

draw down reserves deliberately built

up over time through careful financial

management to pay for the new website

and a new professional development

consultant.

He went on to say that further careful

budget management in the last twelve

months, coupled with good revenue

from Congress and BSHAA People had

meant that only £40k had been taken

out of reserves, a third less than he

forecast.

Overall, income for the 2015 financial

year compared favourably with the

previous year, an increase in subscriptions

reflecting the continued growth in

BSHAA membership.

However the Treasurer repeated a

warning he had made 12 months earlier,

that the use of reserves to fund flagship

projects was not a financial position

which was sustainable in the long term.

“Although BSHAA retains significant

reserves, by their nature they can be

used once only. Council will therefore

have to continue to be prudent in its

finances in the financial year to 2016 and

look at areas of expenditure where

costs can be reduced”.

Following the close of the formal meeting

the President, Peter Sydserff, gave what

amounted to a mid-term report, posting

the question what did the Society look

like now?

In his answer he explained that he saw

his role being about “creating an

organisation that leads and informs on

important issues impacting on the

profession.”

BSHAA had to be the place where anyone

who is an HCPC registered hearing aid

dispenser would want to be, he said,

because the Society says so much to

them and those around them about

their commitment to what they do.

Most of all, however, he wanted the

Society to be the opportunity for all

hearing aid audiologists to build on their

professional standing.

He reminded his audience that BSHAA

had two clear objectives:

� To serve the needs of the

membership we have now

� To prepare the society to attract

and welcome a new hearing

healthcare professional

“Today’s member needs to know that

their professional society is representing

them in areas of influence that matter to

their career and whatever business

model that they choose to work in.

“Tomorrow’s member needs to see a

professional society that will help them

develop their career through additional

learning and will seek advice from the

Society on how and where they may

choose to practice next”.

Customer Care

Scheme Changes
The President formally announced

changes to the Society’s Customer Care

Scheme which has been in operation for

5 years and helped hundreds of customers

and members come to a sensible

resolution in a wide variety of disputes.

He said until now companies had to opt

into the scheme but from 2016 he was

delighted to announce that ANY company

employing a BSHAA member would

automatically be in the scheme.

Society’s AGM
marks start of

new era
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“Your part in this is that we ask you to tell customers about the BSHAA

Customer Care Scheme whenever you have the chance” he said.

Later the new Vice President, Sarah Vokes spoke about the

challenges facing members “in very interesting times in audiology”

observing that the professional was probably now seeing the biggest

change since the introduction of digital hearing.

“We are now seeing commissioners who are no longer able to

provide funding for people with mild/moderate hearing loss and an

increase in competitive pricing and providers.

“In the coming years as your Vice President and eventually your

President, it will be my job to make sure that you are all informed

of the changes to our profession as well as helping you with the

tools to have a professional and successful future within audiology.”

CPD Points to be scrapped

In his address to the meeting, Chief Executive David Welbourn

explained the key work areas for the Society which included

actions to ensure that BSHAA governance met current standards;

guidance to members on their practice, the introduction of

enhanced practice, the Customer Care Scheme, professional

development, member services and tackling policy issues.

The topic that raised most interest from the audience was the

announcement that in future CPD would not be measured by

points. Professor Welbourn said the development needs of every

member were different and consequently it was no longer

appropriate to assume that everyone who sat through a lecture

would benefit in the same way.

Just as the HCPC expect its registrants to demonstrate that they had

identified their development needs in any given year, undertaken

learning and then demonstrated how this had benefited their

practice, so, in future the Society would shift the emphasis to best

practice rather than points for meeting professional development

standards, particularly for Fellowship.

Fellowship, he said, ought to be the pinnacle of the profession and

in future members wishing to gain or retain it, would have to

demonstrate a balanced portfolio of educational attainment,

proven experience, contribution to the profession and contribution

to the Society.

He also touched on changes to the pattern for Development

events (outlined in Andrew Coulter’s article on page 19).

Today’s member needs to know that

their professional society is representing

them in areas of influence that matter to

their career and whatever business model

that they choose to work in.

”

“
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There was positive feedback for the Professional

Development event which followed the AGM.

Speakers included Jagjit Sethi the Vice President

of the British Academy of Audiology, who talked

through the many changes that audiologists

faced in the coming months and years and

Dr Priya Singh, Director of Education at the

University College London, Ear Institute, who

urged her audience to think beyond the

audiogram.

After lunch BSHAA Marketing Consultant

David Peel invited his audience to consider

ways to promote their practices by becoming

more visible in their community through

networking and involvement projects.

Audiologist and hearing therapist Sue Falkingham

took to the stage twice to speak first on the

factors to be considered when selecting an

earmould or shell and then later about listening

strategies which would help an audiologist with

aural rehabilitation.

Matt Murray an audiologist and post graduate

researcher at Southampton University dealt

with tailor made fittings especially for patients

who struggled in difficult situations and

explained recent research on this topic and the

day ended with more research findings from

Dr Mel Ferguson of the Nottingham based

Hearing Biomedical Research Unit.

The speaker’s presentation slides will appear

on the Society’s website in due course. �

Society’s AGM

AGM Speakers left to right: Jagjit Sethi, Dr Priya Singh, Sue Falkingham, Matt Murray, Dr Mel Ferguson
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The Health and Care Professions Council (HCPC) is in the middle
of a consultation with its registrants because it plans to amend its
Registration and Fees Rules and Practice Committee Rules.

The consultation runs until 15th January 2016, and invites registrants
from all 16 of the HCPC’s regulated professions – including hearing
aid dispensers – to respond with their views on the proposed
amendments.

The Rules set out the detailed procedures and requirements for
key functions of the HCPC, and form part of the organisation’s
governing legislation.

Proposed changes to the rules

The HCPC is proposing a small number of changes to the existing
Rules. So how will these amendments, if implemented, affect
hearing aid dispensers?

� They would mean that the HCPC could improve the range of
online services for applicants and registrants. So for example,
applicants would have the ability to apply for registration online.

� A character reference would no longer be required as part of
applications for registration. Instead, applicants would be
required to make a self-declaration. This would eliminate
unnecessary form-filling during the registration process,
therefore removing a perceived barrier to registration.

� A third change will not affect the vast majority of HCPC
registrants, but it could potentially impact the small percentage
involved in fitness to practise (FtP) proceedings. The change
would mean that the Chairs of FtP panels would be able to give
directions about case management – such as changing the
location of a hearing or making decisions about timescales for
the exchange of documentation – without the need for a
preliminary hearing.

Changes to registration cycles

As part of the consultation, the HCPC is seeking views about a
plan to change the registration cycles for some professions to
avoid the busy summer and Christmas periods. This would enable
applications to be processed more efficiently, and queries about
renewal dealt with more quickly. Hearing aid dispensers currently
renew their registration between the beginning of May and the
end of July, and so would potentially benefit from this change.

HCPC Policy Manager Nicole Casey, says the changes remove
unnecessary barriers to registration and increase the Council’s
ability to communicate by electronic means. The changes would
also help to improve existing fitness to practise processes by
avoiding the unnecessary expense of a preliminary hearing in a
small number of cases.

“It is important to make sure that our processes continue to be fit
for purpose and up-to-date, so we would encourage all our
stakeholders to respond to the consultation with their views on
the proposed amendments,” she says.

To take part visit www.hcpc-uk.org/aboutus/consultations and
complete the online survey. Alternatively you can respond via
email at consultation@hcpc-uk.org or write to Consultation on
proposed amendments to the Registration and Fees and Practice
Committee Rules, Policy and Standards Department, Health and
Care Professions Council, Park House, 184 Kennington Park Road,
London SE11 4BU. �

Regulator consults on
rule changes

Did you know that 73% of HCPC
registrants surveyed felt that the

best way to promote their
registration was by displaying
the HCPC registration logo

// hcpc update
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A
cochlear implant is a hearing
device for severely/profoundly
deaf adults and children. It has
two parts; an internal implant

which sits beneath the skin behind the
ear, with an electrode array inserted into
the cochlear and an external part worn on
the ear. The external part of the implant
system receives sound and converts it to
a digital signal which is transmitted across
the skin to the internal implant. Electrodes
in the cochlear stimulate the nerve of
hearing directly. These signals enable the
cochlear implant user to have access to
the sounds around them. The sounds
heard using an implant are not the same
as sounds heard by hearing people but
with practise they become recognisable.

The first single electrode cochlear
implant systems became commercially
available in the mid-1970s. This early
implant allowed detection of sound but
the information provided was not
sufficient to allow for speech perception
without lip reading cues. Multi-channel
cochlear implants have been available on
the NHS since the early to mid 1990’s and
are now an established and recognised
treatment for patients with severe to
profound sensorineural hearing loss.

The first cochlear implants available had
body worn speech processors such as the
1997 model of the Spectra Implant pictured.
Speech processors are now worn behind
the ear and the latest N6 speech processor
available from Cochlear is shown pictured
below.

Initially the only people to receive cochlear
implants were people with bilateral
profound loss across the frequency range
who gained no benefit at all from
conventional hearing aids. Gradually the
criteria has been relaxed and it is now
common for people with significant residual
hearing to proceed to cochlear implantation.
Results for people who have had good
residual hearing up to the time of cochlear
implantation tend to be better than for
people who have been profoundly deaf for
a long time.

In 2009 the National Institute of Clinical
Excellence (NICE) published guidance for
cochlear implantation. NICE recommends
cochlear implantation for people with
severe/profound deafness (hearing only
sounds that are louder than 90dBHL at
frequencies of 2 and 4 kHz) who do not
receive adequate benefit from acoustic
hearing aids.

When is a cochlear implant

assessment the best option

for your severely/profoundly

deaf client?

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE THERAPIST

> email: Lynne.Tapper@bthft.nhs.uk

// LYNNE

TAPPER

Lynne Tapper is a

Speech and Language

Therapist with the

Yorkshire Auditory

Implant Service at the

Bradford Teaching

Hospitals NHS

Foundation Trust

bradfordhospitals.nhs.uk

Lynne Tapper
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For adults adequate benefit from hearing
aids means scoring less than 50% on the
BKB sentence test (Bench, Kowal, Bamford,
1979). Many people who benefit from
cochlear implantation may in fact still be
managing fairly well in one to one
conversations provided they are in a quiet
environment and can see the person who
is talking to them. Some people may even
be able to have brief predictable phone
calls with familiar people prior to receiving
their implant.

Aided levels achieved post implant have
improved with the development of more
sophisticated cochlear implant systems. It
is now typical for adults to achieve aided
levels of between 25 – 35dB across the
frequency range 0.25 – 6 KHz.

The audiograms below are from the same
patient, an older adult with a progressive
acquired hearing loss. Fig 1 shows unaided
levels pre implant and fig 2 shows aided
levels at three months post implant. This
patient achieved a score of 1% on the BKB
sentence test pre implant which rose to
90% by nine months post implant. Provision
of hearing aids or cochlear implants can
help reduce social isolation (Reinemer &
Hood, 1999). Cochlear implantation has
been shown to be effective in reducing
depression in elderly recipients and
loneliness in both elderly and younger
recipients (Poissant, et al., 2008).
Cochlear implants have also been shown
to increase well-being and satisfaction for
both recipients and their significant others
through enhanced autonomy, normality

and improved social life (Mäki-Torkko, et al.,
2014). An audit of adults at YAIS showed
that 75% were using the telephone.

Despite these advancements in cochlear
implant technology it is estimated that only
around 5% of adults in the UK who would
benefit from a cochlear implant have been
given one (Raine, 2013). In 2007, the
National Cochlear Implant Users Association
(NCIUA) calculated that there were at
least 7,500 adults in the UK who would
benefit from a cochlear implant but had not
been referred to a centre for assessment.
The NCIUA also conservatively estimated
that an extra 750 adults will become eligible
for cochlear implantation each year.
According to Action on Hearing Loss
approximately 10,000 people in the UK
currently have cochlear implants.

Fig 1. pre implant Fig 2. 3months post implant



The Yorkshire Auditory Implant Service
(YAIS) and other cochlear implant centres
in the UK are concerned that severely/
profoundly deaf adults are experiencing
barriers to obtaining referral for Cochlear
Implant assessment. It is not unusual for
cochlear implant candidates to report that
they had difficulty obtaining a referral for
cochlear implant assessment. Reasons
given include being told they were too
old, too unwell or that nothing more
could be done regarding their hearing.

There are over 20 cochlear implant
centres in the UK and details of your
nearest centre can be found on the British
Cochlear Implant Group website.

When an adult is referred for a cochlear
implant assessment they will undergo
audiological and medical assessments.
Rehabilitation staff will also assess the
available support and work with the adult
to ensure that they have opportunities for
listening practice post implant.

There is no upper age limit for consideration
for a cochlear implant. A cochlear implant
referral should be considered whatever
the age of the patient. Part of the cochlear
implant assessment is to ensure that the
patient is medically well enough to
undergo surgery and rehabilitation.

Most cochlear implant operations in the UK
are completed under general anaesthetic;
however, local anaesthetic can be used for
patients for whom a general anaesthetic is
unsafe.

At YAIS we have over 100 people on our
case load aged over 75. An audit of
outcomes for our older population, aged
above 70 years at time of implantation,
found that they all reported improvements
in quality of life and that there was no
significant difference between their speech
perception skills at 9 months post implant
when compared to adults implanted
between the ages of 50 – 60 years.
Anecdotally it is older adults referred to
our service with a long term progressive
hearing loss who have reported the most
difficulty obtaining a referral for a
cochlear implant assessment.

If you are working with an adult whose
hearing thresholds are above 90db at 2 and
4 kHz the patient may achieve best hearing
outcomes through cochlear implantation
and therefore a referral to a cochlear
implant centre should be considered. If
someone is slightly outside criteria but is
experiencing a rapidly progressive loss
then it may be appropriate to refer before
their hearing levels fall into the shaded
area shown in the diagram below.

In cases where someone has recently
become severely/profoundly deaf as a
result of meningitis then it is important to
make a speedy referral as ossification of
the cochlear can occur in the weeks and
months following meningitis which makes
insertion of the electrode array into the
cochlear more challenging.
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cochlear implants (continued)
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YAIS has recently produced an information
leaflet for potential cochlear implant
recipients. The aim is that this can be used
by professionals to start conversations with
adults who are in criteria for a cochlear
implant assessment to explore if they
would like to be referred to YAIS. Copies
can be sent to you on request.

YAIS accepts referrals for cochlear
implant assessment from audiologists, GPs
and ENT medical staff. However other
implant centres may have slightly different
policies regarding referral pathways. All
centres would welcome queries from
local professionals who wish to discuss
the appropriateness of making a referral
for a cochlear implant assessment. �
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www.medel.com
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L
et us imagine we are ordinary
members of the public with no
exposure to hearing healthcare
or its messages. Now ask

yourself this question: Why would we
consider having our hearing checked?
What’s the trigger?

The Four Challenges of

Hearing Awareness

The first challenge is that if a sound falls
outside our hearing range it simply ceases
to exist. Think of a “silent” dog whistle:
just because we can’t hear it, doesn’t
mean there’s no sound. If we hadn’t seen
someone blow it, there would be nothing
to indicate there was something to be
heard. Likewise, if any speech sounds fall
outside our hearing range, how would we
know? We probably wouldn’t, not unless
we had some other indication, such as a
visual cue (“I can see their lips move, but
there’s no sound.”)

The second challenge is that even if we
have the world’s best hearing there will
be people and situations we encounter
where even our hearing will struggle. If
we’ve experienced “good” hearing most
of our lives then the default way for us to
interpret a difficult-to-hear person or
situation is to assume the problem lies not
with ourselves, but with the signal.

Should our hearing change, this default
interpretation remains in place. Why
wouldn’t it? We have no indication to the
contrary. If we subsequently encounter
people or situations we find difficult, but
with a now reduced hearing range, how is
this perceptibly different from our lifelong
experience?

The third challenge is that our hearing
works seamlessly in partnership with a
number of other systems: visual,
cognitive, and social. When any one of
these systems is unable to fully “pull its
weight”, the other systems “lend a hand”.
Consider lip-reading (visual), top-down
processing (cognitive) and friends raising
their voice (social).

This seamless blending between all
available systems happens for the most
part unconsciously and adaptively, and
comes with a high degree of built-in
tolerance which allows us to “get by” no
matter what situation we find ourselves
in. The drawback is that it makes it virtually
impossible to detect when one system
has become increasingly reliant on the
others – unless a threshold has been
reached which means we can no longer
meet the challenge.

The final challenge is that most changes
occur gradually over a number of years,
so people have no practical comparison
they can contrast their present hearing
against. If we woke one morning to find
we could suddenly no longer hear the
radio we have the immediacy of our
memory the day before to compare with.
But spread that same change across
several years and our memory of how the
world sounded the previous month – let
alone yesterday – would be perceptibly
identical to how it is this morning.

Each of these factors conspire with one
another to make it almost impossible for a
person to detect a change in their own
hearing. What, then, is the trigger for
having our hearing checked? If we assume
our hearing is “normal”, what is the point
of having it checked?

Curtis Alcock is a BSHAA

Member and practices in

Exeter. He is also a
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A Clash of Perceptions

That’s why changes in our hearing are normally detected by others
long before we suspect it ourselves, which puts family and friends in
the awkward position of having to debate whether to risk offending
us by politely suggesting our hearing is not as it should be. It can
feel as socially awkward as hinting that someone might like to
consider experimenting with deodorant.

If someone does pluck up the courage to tell us, we have no reason
to believe them. Say you have blue eyes. You’ve always known it:
not only have you seen them for yourself but other occasions have
confirmed this for you, such as the flattery of a would-be suitor
perhaps. One day someone announces you have brown eyes.
What’s your reaction?

First, you’ll compare this “new information” to your pre-existing
belief. Second, you’ll look for evidence to disprove this new
information, particularly as we have a bias towards confirming our
currently held “knowledge”1. You won’t actually put too much
effort into this because you know they’re wrong anyway; you’ll
probably just accept the first example that springs to mind that
confirms your belief.

Apply this to hearing, and we see the same process at work.
Someone suggests our hearing is not all it should be and we think,
“But I’ve always had good hearing! If something had changed,
surely I would have noticed.”

Secondly, we look for evidence to disprove their “preposterous
assertion” by calling to mind all those sounds we can hear. Since
“we only hear what we hear”, we won’t have any examples of
sounds we can’t hear. We’ll recall how we can hear people speaking,
and the noise of traffic, even when our partner can’t.

The very fact that someone has challenged our hearing and we have
successfully confirmed to ourselves their assertion is mistaken,
actually strengthens our pre-existing belief that our hearing’s fine. It
now becomes even harder for us to accept any other possibility;
we become resistant to any suggestions to the contrary.2

It is only when our hearing reduces further that we begin encountering
what may be possible evidence, such as getting “the wrong end of
the stick”. But there have to be enough occasions when this happens
before we will suspect it’s our hearing, and not the situation.3

If we do, we have a dilemma: we have been adamantly holding to
the belief that we have good hearing. And if there’s one thing we
humans don’t much like, it’s being wrong. So what do we do? Do we
stick to the story? Or do we change our thoughts and behaviour?

If only someone could offer us an out – otherwise we’ll lose face.
Because the very act of having our hearing checked would now be
tantamount to a declaration that we were wrong.

Whose Hearing is it Anyway?

Unfortunately, our family’s patience has worn out. As we’ve been
decreasing our “effort”, they’ve been increasing theirs to
compensate. They’ve been tolerating a louder TV, saying everything
more than once, reducing their socialising, and even started
apologising for us! They’ve watched as we’ve become increasingly
dependent on them, seeing us drift more and more into our own
little world sparking fears of dementia. It’s been a strain.4

So in their desperation they’ve finally coerced us into attending a
hearing healthcare practice. It’s not our choice; we’re there either
because our family want to prove a point or because they feel
sorry for us. Neither reason is good for our self-esteem. And so
the first hearing assessment we ever have becomes a symbol of
just how far we have fallen, that our best days are behind us.

Changing the destiny

Let’s now return to our role as hearing healthcare professionals
and see whether we can’t change this soul-destroying destiny. We
must begin by putting ourselves in the patient’s shoes:

1 What looks to us like “denial” is often nothing more than a
patient’s observation. We must therefore learn to see this from
their perspective rather than ours. If we don’t, we risk engineering
the very denial we accuse them of as they build resistance to
what clearly – to them – is a preposterous assertion.

2 The difficulty in recognising – then acknowledging – changes in
one’s own hearing is arguably the biggest contributor to the
delay between onset of a hearing loss and seeking professional
advice (“My hearing’s good enough”). If we can address this, and
correctly manage the process – from change, to recognition,
to action – we should also be able to accelerate the rate of
acceptance of hearing technology.

3 If people are the first to know about their hearing problem, it
puts them in the position of “problem solver” as they seek to
restore their status quo—getting them back to how they believe
they should be. But if others are the first to notice the problem,
they find themselves in the position of “defender” as they seek
to maintain their status quo – defending how they believe they
are. So how a person is introduced to a potential change in their
hearing is a crucial motivational factor. The closer it is to “self
discovery” the more it puts them in control.5, 6

…how a person is introduced to a potential
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Making the Imperceptible Perceptible

Our challenge is that we have to get people to detect the absence
of something that is actually outside of their perceptible experience,
like seeing ultraviolet. How can we possibly do that? Fortunately
we have three models we can turn to for instruction: ghosts,
germs and plaque. A strange combination perhaps, but they share
something in common: they each link something imperceptible to
something easily perceptible.

According to those who claim to have experienced such things, we
would recognise the presence of a ghost from the strange chill in
the room and because the dog is barking at the corner of the
room for no apparent reason. Regardless of our own personal
opinions about the existence of the paranormal there’s a valuable
lesson to be learnt here: if we want to render the imperceptible
perceptible, we must first draw attention to an occurrence that is
easily perceptible (e.g. chill, barking dog) and then assign a meaning
to it. It’s obviously an effective strategy: 37% of Americans believe
houses can be haunted.7

For those more comfortable with health-based examples, consider
hygiene. Today the idea of washing hands before meals and after
using the toilet to “wash away the germs” is considered
common-sense. But the idea that something you can’t see could be
responsible for causing so much sickness and death throughout
history was understandably met with ridicule when first posited.8

Most of us have never even seen a germ, but it’s rendered
perceptible (in our minds) by the act of washing our hands: we
believe because we act.9 Notice also the implied risk of not
washing our hands? Even if you’re uncertain germs spread illness,
wouldn’t you rather be safe than sorry?

The final example we’ll consider is the social norm of tooth-brushing.
It’s hard to believe that only seven per cent of Americans used to
brush their teeth, a tiny minority. But following an advertising
campaign by the toothpaste manufacturer Pepsodent in the 1920s
and 1930s, tooth brushing increased to a majority of 65%. Other
campaigns had tried and failed. Why this one succeeded was
thanks to an adman called Claude Hopkins, who rendered the
imperceptible perceptible.10, 11

He came across mention in a scientific volume of something called
the pellicle membrane, a natural film that coats our teeth and can
be removed by rubbing (and therefore brushing). He used his
campaign to draw attention to this “dingy film” which you could
feel (i.e. it’s perceptible), and then assigned a meaning to it – that it
was evidence of something hiding your beautiful, glistening teeth
and smile, and providing a platform for all the nasties that grow on
your teeth and cause decay (the imperceptible). As with our
hand-washing example above, we’re being shown a risk that can
be avoided, in this case by using Pepsodent which “curdles the film
and removes it”.

Constructing Our Trigger

Pulling these examples together we now have a formula for
creating our own trigger:

1 Draw attention to a perceptible occurrence that people can
relate to.

2 Assign meaning to this occurrence in order to link it to the
imperceptible.

3 Highlight the hidden risk.

4 Offer a solution that minimises that risk by promoting an
action that is easy to perform.

5 Increase self-esteem through taking that action.

Let’s work this through step-by-step…

Step 1: Draw Attention (the 3 Triggers)
Firstly, what should we draw attention to? It needs to be an
occurrence that people encounter regularly enough to increase the
likelihood of creating a trigger for having their hearing checked.

Here we have no better inspiration than the situations our patients
commonly report to us. These almost always include: 1) finding
background noise difficult, 2) needing the TV volume up higher,
3) asking others to repeat themselves. These are the 3Rs of
hearing: Restaurant, Remote [control, for TV], Repeat.

We might develop triggers for them thus:

1 “Noise interfering? –> Check how you’re hearing.”

2 “Raising the volume raising the tension? –> Checking your
hearing’s the greatest prevention.”

3 “If you ask to repeat? –> Check your hearing’s complete.”

We’ve linked each situation to having your hearing checked by
means of a rhyming mnemonic.12 (Even better, try setting them to
music and repeatedly playing them on the TV or radio. It’s the
quickest way to get people repeating them to themselves.)13

By focusing on situational triggers we maintain the widest possible
relevance – and frequency – to ensure we’re including those who,
perhaps incorrectly, assume their hearing is fine. From time to
time most of us will ask others to repeat, or find noise interferes,
or need the volume up higher.

Our job as hearing healthcare professionals is to get society
automatically thinking that whenever these occurrences take place,
it’s a reminder to have hearing checked regularly. How do we
achieve this? The same way tooth brushing and the use of
deodorant caught on: advertising and marketing.14 It will only
become part of society’s “common knowledge” through repetition
and awareness. We must each consider how we might incorporate
these triggers into our own communications, perhaps joining forces
with others in our area to get this shared message out there.

Trigger happy hearing (continued)

society finds hearing healthcare largely irrelevant because the

default assumption that our own hearing is performing as
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Step 2: AssignMeaning
What does it mean when you ask others to repeat, or you find
noise interfering, or you need to raise the volume? It means there
are sounds outside your hearing range that you weren’t aware of.
It’s evidence of the imperceptible, and you’ve just been given the
means to recognise it before someone else does.

Our meaning must not be: “You’re losing your hearing.” Such a
meaning would be damaging. Think about it from their perspective:
if they’ve lost their hearing, there’s nothing they can do to get it
back. It’s gone forever; even a hearing aid won’t restore it, it would
only remind them of what they’ve lost. What a bleak outlook!
People instinctively avoid such messages. So if we avoid them, they
won’t have to.

Instead, our message is one of empowerment – now that they
know sounds are falling outside their range, they can potentially
bring them back. But first we must give them a reason for doing so
by highlighting the risk of inaction.

Step 3: Highlight the hidden risk
You are mishearing and everyone knows it but you. That’s the
hidden risk. Instead of saying “One in X people have a hearing loss;
it could be you,” we are saying:

“If you haven’t had your hearing professionally checked within
the last 5 years, you are increasing your risk of mishearing to
around 23%”.15

Nobody likes social embarrassment or causing frustration for others.
It makes us feel uncomfortable and we are driven to address that
discomfort. Every time we ask to repeat, or struggle in a restaurant,
or need the volume up higher, is a reminder of that discomfort: that
we cannot trust our own judgement of how we hear. We want to
be liked by others and accepted, so we want to avoid mishearing.

Notice we’re focusing on “mishearing”, rather than “hearing loss”?
Hearing loss, for the most part, is unavoidable – there are so many
contributory factors that there’s little people can practically do to
avoid it. Mishearing, on the other hand, is preventable. And this is
the solution we are offering…

Step 4: Offer a solution
Having a hearing check must not be about “detecting a hearing
loss” – who wants to know that? It’s about the means to avoid the
social embarrassment, frustration to others, and the “strain on the
brain” that comes from mishearing. It’s about being confident your
hearing is ready for whatever life throws at it, so you can always
be yourself.

Such an approach prepares the way for hearing technology to be
presented as a solution to reducing the risk of mishearing. Think of
it this way, if you wear hearing aids, does it stop you being hearing
impaired? No; if anything it confirms you are impaired, which changes
how you see yourself. But when hearing technology is the means to
prevent you mishearing, that puts you in the same social category
as someone who hears well; it becomes a tool for empowerment.

Step 5: Increase self-esteem
If you are having your hearing checked to find out if you are
impaired, it will lower your self-esteem. Conversely, when it’s to
prevent mishearing:

� It empowers you to fulfil the unwritten social agreement to
“hear others first time, accurately”, so society is more inclined
to like and accept you.

� You maintain your status quo as someone who hears well.

� You retain control over your life because you know what’s going
on and don’t find yourself in a position where others know
something about you that you don’t. No more coercion!

� You are more confident socially.

� You keep yourself ready for whatever life throws at you, so you
can always be yourself, grasping the opportunities of life.

� You are keeping your brain healthy.

Conclusion

Hearing is one of the most important connections a human has to
the world around them, and particularly to other people. Yet
society finds hearing healthcare largely irrelevant because the
default assumption that our own hearing is performing as expected
is based on the limitations of human perception.

Our task is to change this by linking easily perceptible situational
triggers to the imperceptible (sounds outside a patient’s hearing
range). We must then instil motivation to act by presenting an
avoidable risk (unknowingly mishearing) that they can reduce
through regular professional hearing checks. This article provides a
framework for accomplishing this. �
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Wednesday 30th September

I attended a meeting of
the Audiology Supply

Group. This group oper
ates within the

framework of the BAA’s
Service Quality team to

inform the specification of hear
ing aids listed by

NHS Supply Chain. It is
currently working on th

e

next (2018) tender.

The CEO meanwhile was at a mee
ting of the

Hearing Alliance – focus
sed mainly on updating

events in North Stafford
shire and related CCG

plans, and on the slow p
rogress in receiving the

necessary commitment
from NHS England to

begin development of th
e commissioning

framework.

Thursday 1st October
The CEO and I met Jonathan Gard

ner (Boots

Hearcare) to explore th
e relationship between

BSHAA and Boots – the
first such meeting with a

head of a national chain.
It was agreed that Boots

would join the Custome
r Care Scheme. A key

aim of the meeting was to b
egin exploring how

BSHAA development op
portunities might best

complement the interna
l training offered by

Boots to their dispenser
s. It was agreed to

pursue this further.

Later, both of us were in
vited to talk to the

NCHA board meeting.
Whilst support for the

Society amongst the ma
jor retailers is high, we

did challenge that the tr
aining that they deliver

may be of a high standar
d, but how much does i

t

add to employee’s true p
rofessional development

.

This is where the Societ
y comes in. The big

success of the day was a
cceptance from all NCH

A

retailers that they are ha
ppy to be participant in

the Customer Care Sch
eme by virtue of the fac

t

that they employ BSHA
A members.

Tuesday 6th October
The CEO attended a meeting spo

nsored by

Public Health England to
develop a population

based approach to Hear
ing Care. This aims to

produce a systems solut
ion to local need, by

creating a shared under
standing if the multiple

partners involved in pro
viding care. The

methodology has been w
idely used across other

parts of the health syste
m and seeks to create

greater ownership of the
whole patient/population

experience. It was atten
ded by a number of

representatives from diffe
rent aspects of audiology.

The output of the proce
ss (currently only part

way through) will feed i
nto the commissioning

framework.

Wednesday 7th October

Meeting with the educa
tion standard group at

the HCPC – a stakehold
er meeting exploring

some of the potential ar
eas where training

standards might be deve
loped further.

Thursday 8th October
The CEO and I were at t

he Society’s first

Extraordinary General M
eeting for a while, to

pass the motion that the
Society accept

electronic voting as a pla
tform to encourage

wider member participat
ion in the future.

Regrettably the meeting
wasn’t quorate but it did

serve as a useful trial of
the ability to deliver suc

h

a meeting online. We lo
ok forward to more of

that in the future.

Autumn is traditional
ly a busy period as e

veryone tries to catc
h up after the quieter sum

mer

months. This is what
your President and C

hief Executive Office
r, David Welbourn ha

ve been

up to since the last e
dition of BSHAA Peop

le.

Taking the voice of BSH
AA

Peter Sydserff, BSHA
A President
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Thursday 15th October

The CEO was at a meeting with P
rofessional

Standards Authority (PS
A) to explore the future

direction of regulation, g
iven the recent

publication by the PSA c
hallenging the current

approach to regulation.
This meeting bridged

between his BSHAA and
other governance

interests.

Thursday 22nd October

BSHAA’s Professional D
evelopment Committee

meeting and I’m delighted to report that
it was

the most well attended
that the President had

seen. Volunteers with a
breadth and depth of

learning and developme
nt skills contributed to

several useful debates. T
he chair of the committe

e

is the Chief Executive w
ho steered us skilfully

through the agenda.

Tuesday 27th October

With Jay Jindal (BSHAA P
rofessional Developmen

t

Consultant), the CEO and I met with Laura

Turton (BSA) and Rosem
ary Monk (BAA) to

discuss areas of commo
n interest. Much can be

done here with much ap
petite to do so. We also

agreed that there should
be a joint statement

from the societies challenging
CCG’s decision to

use audiograms to make
rationing decisions.

Watch this space.

Wednesday 28th October

I met with David Peel (B
SHAA Marketing

Consultant) to review, p
ropose and create

content for new website
. A productive day and

really looking forward to
the finished product.

Launch date is early 201
6.

Tuesday 3rd November

A Congress project team
meeting to agree

actions on Congress 201
6. Much of this work is

already done and the ag
enda nearly there. Socia

l

activities were agreed a
nd discussion quickly

moved on to venue for
2017. A destination and

venue have already been
agreed (South East of

England) and we look fo
rward to announcing thi

s

shortly.

Wednesday 4th November

David Welbourn and Pre
sident were invited to

the launch of Action on
Hearing Loss’s latest

report ‘Hearing Matters
’. The whole report can

be found on their websi
te and it is a helpful piec

e

of research. The recept
ion was sponsored by

Lilian Greenwood MP a
s Chair of the All Party

Parliamentary Group on
Deafness. Alistair Burt

MP, Minister of State for
Community and Social

Care, delivered the key
note speech. A good

event with many netwo
rking opportunities.

Thursday 12th November

Presentation to student
s at careers day of

DeMontford University
in Leicester.

Thursday 12th November

BSHAA Customer Care
Scheme meeting.

Friday 13th November
BSHAA Council Meeting

.

Saturday 14th November

BSHAA AGM and Development Day.

A everywhere possible
!
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G
oogle is essentially an online
directory that is focused on
indexing websites globally and
then ranks them for search

phrases. Imagine it as cross between a phone
directory and an encyclopaedia. It delivers
information to its users that is relevant to
the search phrase that they have used.

It does this by indexing every website and
understanding what the content of that site
is about and then ranks each site in
accordance with “Google rules” –
parameters that unfortunately only
Google knows about. However, we do
know that one of the main parameters is
the content of the site and the backlinks
to the site. So what are backlinks and why
are they important to you and to Google?

Getting Your Votes

In essence think of the Web as a giant
voting system, i.e. the sites with the most
“votes” win the election to get to the top
of the search engine results list. A very
simplistic view it is true; there are many
other factors that affect where a webpage
shows up in search results. But underpinning
those factors is the idea of votes; and
those votes are more commonly known
as links or backlinks.

Simply put, a webpage with many links to
it from other websites is recognised by
Google as being as page that contains
good and reliable information. The theory
is that people are linking to it, so they
must consider that it is worth looking at.

So if a search is undertaken for a keyword
or phrase that you are targeting on your
site, you will be found. And though where
in the rankings you appear will be based
on many factors, things being equal, the
site or webpage with the most backlinks
wins in the race to the top of the search
results.

Getting Links to Your Site

Obtaining links to your website and its
webpages can be tough. Google has strict
guidelines about links, you cannot for
example go out and purchase a thousand
links to your site and expect it to shoot to
the top of the search results. There are
many services that will sell you links online;
however, you would be mad to buy them.
The strategy may work for a week or a
month but eventually Google will see
you’ve cheated in the game and penalise
you heavily, either down voting your
website/webpage so it doesn’t appear
anywhere near the top or removing you
from the rankings entirely.

When it comes to links most independent
hearing aid dispensers have an advantage;
audiology practices are local businesses
attracting custom from people in their
area. If the website is localised, Google
knows that you are only competing at a
local level which means that you do not
have to get more “votes” or links than all
the other hearing aid related sites on the
web. You just need to get more than the
others in the local area. This makes things
a little easier. The important question is
how can you generate some legitimate
links to your practice website?

Backlinks

for your website

Webwise

Geoff Cooling has been

involved in the hearing

healthcare industry for

several years both at

retail and wholesale level

and is the co-founder of

Audiology Engine, a web

design, SEO and business

development company

that focuses on industry

specific services for the

sector.
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> geoff@audiologyengine.com
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Your Suppliers

Ask all of your suppliers to generate
backlinks to your site, their sites tend to
have high page ranking and a link back to
your site helps. Consider every supplier
of equipment whether they are hearing
aid manufacturers, custom earphone
suppliers and even battery suppliers. They
are all relevant to hearing healthcare and
all of the links will help.

Local Newspaper

Your local newspaper is always on the
lookout for interesting stories, if you have
an event coming up, are doing some charity
work or something else newsworthy then
you may be able to get an article in the
paper’s website that includes a link back
to yours. If you are advertising in the
newspaper, always ask for a backlink to
your site. If the advertisement is product
or service specific, ask for a link to the
specific page for that product or service.

Offer good articles to the newspaper that
you have written, if they are interested;
negotiate with them to include a link on
the article. In this way, you can earn
backlinks from your local news media;
these backlinks are both legitimate and
high quality.

Local Directories

There are many directory websites
around the web; a local directory website
is basically a list of local services and
amenities. These sites often have strict rules
in relation to submissions; they do not
want to be spammed by people looking

for free links anywhere they can get them.
But it is worth creating submissions for your
business in all of your local directories.

Those submissions should include your
business name, full business address and
website details, the more places your
details are found locally the better it is for
you, and if a link is made available by the
directory then it is another vote for you.
Even if there is no direct backlink, the
entry still acts as a citation of your business,
which will help greatly.

Write about hearing loss

on other websites

I’m hoping that you are blogging on your
own website, but even if you aren’t, maybe
you should blog on someone else’s site.
Links to your website can be generated
by writing and submitting articles to other
websites; the trick is to make sure that it
includes a link back to yours. But don’t
expect too much, this practice, commonly
known as guest posting, is something that
has become so prevalent that Google has
started to frown upon it.

Google’s attitude these days is that guest
posting has become too easy a way to get
links free. Even so, if you write the
occasional guest article for a website that
is relevant to yours, it is still a winning
strategy for a locally focused website.

Exchange links with other

local businesses

If you know other business owners in
your local area, you could possibly agree

to exchange links. In other words, they
add a link to your website from theirs and
you and one to theirs. This is not a great
strategy and I would use it as a last resort
if no links can be obtained from other
means. A link from say the local butcher’s
website it not relevant to hearing loss so
the link does not really carry much weight
in Google’s view. Even so, if you can get
one or two links this way it is still worth
doing.

However, obtaining links from places you
may undertake clinics is a better strategy.
For instance, if you undertake clinics in
pharmacies, medical centres or opticians,
it is a good idea to ask them to generate
links to your site. The strategy could be to
supply an article that discusses your practice
as their preferred supplier of hearing care.
Thereby generating interest, providing a
backlink and delivering some context to
that backlink in the eyes of Google.

Getting links can be difficult, fortunately
as a local business you do not need to get
many, often as little as three or four good
links to a localised website can be enough
to make a real difference in search engine
rankings.

SEE also Backlinks advice to members on
Page 6 of this edition. �
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Last word

A
s I make my rounds at Christmas,
and the New Year approaches
perhaps it’s a good time to reflect
on the old and think about the

new. 2015 has been an interesting year in
your world of audiology, indeed when you
look back you may even think it was a
pivotal year.

Any Qualified Provider (AQP) Services
started during 2013, although only in
England and only for Adult Hearing
Services but eventually covering about
50% of the Country. BSHAA supported
members with their applications.

In March this year, NHS Monitor conducted
a review and reported that AQP was
working, and that patients enjoyed being
given a choice of provider (most of which
are BSHAA members). An early Christmas
gift perhaps?

No, not really, because we then saw many
clinical commissioning groups (CCGs)
reducing the provision of hearing services
as they tried to keep within their healthcare
budget.

The Scrooge of the piece was, without
doubt North Staffordshire CCG who did
reduce provision for patients who have a
mild to moderate hearing loss. Bah, humbug.

And the tinsel is fading in the offices of many
other CCGs who are now looking at this
decision closely and asking themselves –
should they follow this lead or not?
A twinkling star though to North East
Essex whose Christmas gift was to
announce it WAS NOT going to cut back
on hearing care.

Our headline today is “be careful what
you wish for” – but maybe it should be
“be careful what you plan for”. During this
year The Ear Foundation and Action on
Hearing Loss published papers stressing the
enormous cost to society of not delivering
hearing services demonstrating the
astonishing lack of logic being shown by
some of our health care commissioners.

As I travel around this festive time, I’m
conscious that AQP is England-centric but
I am sure the provision of healthcare
services will be soon be under review in
Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales as
providers there face the same funding issues.

Finally, during the past year, you started to
see many new technologies breaking into
your profession: more services being
offered on line and in a mobile format,
more wearable technology and more
connectivity and the possibility of a
personal sound amplifier. Maybe some of
these items are on your personal gift list?

My Christmas message to you though, is
that audiology is not just about products.
It’s really about the service. It’s about the
care, professional expertise and support a
Hearing Aid Dispenser gives to their client
to help them continue to hear well.

May that service continue to get even
better in the coming twelve months: but
in the meantime enjoy the festive season.

Ho ho ho. �

If you have a view you would like to share with other readers of BSHAA People

via Last Word, drop an email to editor@bshaa.com

WISHFACILITATOR

>santa@northpole.com

// SANTA

CLAUS

Be careful what you wish for
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